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Filming over the Hudson Rivei A
^ Camera rig is mounted to helicopler.

Close-up of Arriflex Camera Rig.^

ARRIFLEX goes 360° panoramic

for New York Port Authority World's Fair Film"^

Shooting from helicopters, rafts on the Hudson River, atop the George

Washington Bridge—even from underneath a |et plane—cameramen of

Fred A. Nlles Communications Centers. Inc.. completed a most unique

motion picture, the 360= ultra-spectacular panorama for the Port of New

Yorl( Authority's exhibit at the Worlds Fair! Designed to be shown on a

complete circle screen, the 12-minute film dramatically emphasizes how

PA transportation facilities serve 14.000.000 people m the New York

metropolitan area.

Behrend's Inc.. Chicago motion picture equipment specialists—with the

aid of Nlles technicians— engineered a suitable "camera" for the stupen-

dous project. They mounted 10 Arriflex 16M's (equipped with 400-ft.

magazines) on a rigid steel frame, with each camera precisely set to shoot

up into one ol 10 circularly arranged mirrors. Problems of holding to

.00025-inch camera-position tolerance, exact phasing, intricate image-

angles, optica! exactitude and parallax correction—to name but a few

—

were ingeniously solved.

A gear-interlock mechanism connected all the drive shafts of the 10

Arriflexes for identical 24 fps operation. Of special significance in the

selection of the Arriflex "M " are its gear-driven magazine system, register

pin film movement, small size and weight, combined with its high adapt-

ability and absolute reliability.

In this imaginative and demanding motion picture assignment, Arriflex

again proved its versatility as an instrument of almost limitless capability.

It will answer your filming needs as well.

•for complete tecrinical details see article in Pec. 1963 issue of American Cinematograplier.

From the microscope to ttie missile range , . . from spot locations to sound

stages . - . Arriflex professional motion picture cameras are the dominant

choice of filmmakers in science, industry, and entertainment. They're

lightweight, rugged, tremendously versatile—uniquely suited to a range

of applications virtually without limits. Here are some of the features that

give Arriflex 16M cameras their remarltable capabilities.

FEATURING: GEAR-DRIVEN. SPROCKETED. QUICK-CHANGE MAGAZINES
TO 1200 FT. CAPACITY • BUILT-IN 60-CYCLE SYNC GENERATOR • AUTO-
r,1ATIC ELECTRIC "CLAPSTICKS" PLUS: IVIIRROR SHUTTER REFLEX
VIEWFINDER • REGISTRATION PIN FILM IV10VEMENT • 21 DIVERGENCE
3-LENS TURRET * CONTOUR HAND GRIP • FRAMES-PER-SECOND TACH-
OMETER • COMPLETE ACCESSORY SYSTEM . . . lenses, standard and
special-purpose electric drives, power supplies, time-lapse equipment,
film magazines, sound blimbs. tripods. ,

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG.

•YOU ARE INVITED to send us a description of yoyr special use of Arriflex equipment.

Illustrated witti 1200 ft
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